Q2-FY2018
Board of Directors
Meeting
February 21, 2018

Executive Session (board members with CEO)
§ Opening Remarks
§ Call the meeting to order
§ Approval to conduct the meeting in executive session*

§ Item 1: Approval of Minutes from the November 29, 2017 Meeting* (minutes to be distributed at meeting)
§ Item 2: Board Discussion (no pre-reads)
§ Update on board appointments
§ Guest Presentation: U.S. Travel Association
§ Third giant-screen/IMAX® update
§ FY2017 CEO performance evaluation
§ Other business

§ Closing Remarks and Adjourn Meeting

*Vote Required

Executive Session (board members only)
§ Opening Remarks
§ Call the meeting to order
§ Approval to conduct the meeting in executive session*

§ Item 1: Approval of minutes from the November 29, 2017 meeting* (minutes to be distributed at meeting)
§ Item 2: Board Discussion (no pre-reads)
§ FY2017 CEO performance review
§ Other business

§ Closing Remarks and Adjourn Meeting

*Vote Required

Brand USA Board of Directors Meeting Agenda
§ Opening Remarks
§ Call the meeting to order
§ Introduction of management, invited guests, and legal counsel

§ Item 1: Approval of Minutes from the November 29, 2017 Meeting*
§ Item 2: CEO Report
§ Item 3: Finance Committee Report
§ Item 4: Audit Committee Report
§ Item 5: Governance & Nominating Committee Report
§ Items 6-8: Marketing Committee Report
§ Items 9-10: Communications and Public Policy Report
§ Items 11-14: Performance Reporting and FY2019 Strategic Planning
§ Open Meeting for Discussion and Questions/Comments
§ Closing Remarks and Adjourn Meeting

*Vote Required
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Item 1:
Approval of Minutes

Barbara Richardson
Chair, Board of Directors
Brand USA

Item 2: CEO Report

Chris Thompson
President & CEO
Brand USA

Item 3:
Finance Committee Report

Arne Sorenson
Chair, Finance Committee
Brand USA

FY2017 Finance Presentation

Donald Richardson
Chief Financial Officer
Brand USA

Highlights
• Travel Promotion Fund
§ We have submitted $61.9M to the Department of Commerce and are on target for our match goal
of $100M.

§ Partner Revenue
§ Partner Cash Contributions
Ø We generated $7.8M.

§ In-Kind Contributions
Ø In-Kind Contributions are in progress as planned.

§ Partner Programs
Ø We generated $314K through Sponsorship revenue and Partner Programs year-to-date. We will record
$2M in sponsorship revenue February 2018 for the release of America’s Musical Journey.

• Expenses
§ Expenses are $22.1M below budget year-to-date, primarily due to a shift of strategy and timing
differences in Marketing expenses.

• Cash Flow
§ Cash flow remains strong and is 88% above the reserve requirement of $40M as of December
31, 2017.

Item 4:
Audit Committee Report

Kyle Edmiston
Chair, Audit Committee
Brand USA

FY2017 Audit Results

Donald Richardson
Chief Financial Officer
Brand USA

FY 2017 Financial Statement Audit Results
• The Financial Statement Audit was conducted by KPMG LLP
• The audit was completed on schedule and resulted in an unqualified opinion

(meaning that our financial statements are fairly stated in all material
respects)
• No internal control or related matters were uncovered during the audit,
eliminating the need for KPMG to issue a Management Letter
• The FY 2017 financial statements reflect a successful year that we ended in
a strong cash position
• The audit report was reviewed and accepted by the Audit Committee during
its February 16, 2017 meeting

Item 5:
Governance & Nominating
Committee Report

Andrew Greenfield
Chair, Governance &
Nominating Committee
Brand USA

Committee Designations Recommended
As reported in the November 2017 board meeting:
• The board chair and the committee members discussed leadership elections and the vacancy of the
Marketing Chair (with the election of Barbara Richardson to board chair).
• The discussion took into account public vs. private backgrounds and potential vacancy/appointment
issues and recommended the following chairs:
Ø Andy Greenfield – Secretary
Ø Arne Sorenson – Treasurer
Ø John Edman – Vice Chair through the 2017 calendar year, and to be reappointed as vice chair
should he be selected for another term
Ø Kyle Edmiston – Vice Chair
Ø Alice Norsworthy – Marketing Chair

• Additionally, the committee recommended the following comprise the Finance Committee
Ø Arne Sorenson, Chair
Ø Barbara Richardson, member
Ø Alice Norsworthy, member

Items 6-8
Marketing Committee Report

Alice Norsworthy
Chair, Marketing Committee
Brand USA

Marketing Committee Report

Tom Garzilli
Chief Marketing Officer
Brand USA

Item 6: Core Music Platform and Strategic Integration

FY2018 Core Music Platform and Strategic Integration
MARKETING
POSITIONING

The United States of America welcomes travelers to discover our awesome possibilities.
The diversity of the USA’s destinations, experiences, and people is exciting and unique.
The USA offers nearly limitless authentic travel experiences.
Visitors to the USA have the opportunity to travel freely throughout the country and explore and discover all the USA has to offer.

FY2018 CORE
PLATFORM

Music

FY2018
COMPLEMENTARY
PLATFORMS

Great Outdoors
Neighborhoods, Cities, and Towns
Arts, Culture, and Culinary
Road Trips

MESSAGE
FOUNDATION

Possibility

Proximity

Welcoming

(Promise)

(Value Proposition)

(Tone)

PLANINING
APPROACH

Integration, Authenticity, ROI

PLANNING TOOLS

Research & Analytics
Content and Marketing Calendar

MARKETING
SEGMENTS

CONSUMER
MARKETING

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

GLOBAL
TRADE

COOPERATIVE
MARKETING

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS

Consumer-driven

Consumer- and Trade-driven

Trade-driven

Partner-value, consumerfocused

Stakeholder-driven

MARKETING
INTEGRATION

Storytelling, Educating, Sharing

OPERATIONAL
DRIVER

Efficiency, Effectiveness, Compliance

“Heard Around the World”
“...the film is designed to “remind the
world how diverse, all-inclusive and
welcoming the country is.” Tom Garzilli

"It's a great story-telling device," Tom Garzilli,
chief marketing officer for Brand USA, said of
music. "It's also what connects a lot of the
world to us."

The new film will take audiences on a tour
of some of the most iconic cities across the
USA, exploring the diversity of
experiences and celebrating American
culture through music.
"The world helped bring us our
music, and we want to share that
back with the world," Garzilli said.

… Aloe Blacc said he hopes the movie
sparks in viewers a “love for music.. If
you get to see ‘America’s Musical
Journey,’ you’ll see all the best there
is to see here in the U.S. Politics
aside, it’s a beautiful country.”

“Narrated by Morgan Freeman, the film
features Blacc as a virtual tour guide
through the history of jazz, blues and hip
hop. It’s moving to see the capacity of
music to bring people together.”

”Exploring the USA, city by city,
state by state, the singer traces
America’s music roots in the new
documentary. Music is the glue
that helps bring people
together.”
“SOUNDS GOOD AMERICA'S Musical
Journey, a film celebrating the USA's
diversity in music is hitting select
cinemas from February 16.”

”Making a song and dance. It’s not
just Elvis’s blue suede shoes you
can follow in the footsteps of: a
new doco unveils US music
destinations.”

Music Platform

Hear The Music. Experience the USA.

Hear the Music. Experience the USA.

Connected, Web, Streaming & Non-Linear TV

Program Development
• Brand USA is in conversation with a variety of
entertainment companies and world class creators to
develop signature series, licensed content and
curated playlists that feature the best in travel
entertainment.

Audience Development
• With a goal of 3MM video views by year end, we
have an aggressive plan to build our audience both
on the channel and cross platform.

Item 7: Marketing Roundtables Key Learnings & Takeaways

2018 Marketing Roundtables Update: January 22-24 in Washington DC
The Brand USA Marketing Roundtables consist of the CMO
Roundtable, the Partner Programs Roundtable, and the Global
Development Roundtable
• Established to enable partners to provide valuable input to Brand USA
on strategic marketing initiatives.
•

Participants include leaders from a cross-section of the industry:
Ø CMO Roundtable: 12 partners
Ø Partner Marketing Roundtable: 15 partners
Ø Trade Development: 7 partners

• Meetings Focus:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Marketing Strategy for 2018
Media Efficiencies
Social Media/Influencer Integration
Co-op Partner Programs
Tradeshows and Road Shows
Working with the In-Market Reps
Tour Operator Collaboration and Product Development

2018 Marketing Roundtables Update: January 22-24 in Washington DC
Focus:
Add and Create Value
Pioneer cooperative marketing platforms and programs
that leverage and grow the USA brand in ways our
partners would be challenged or unable to do on their own

Affirmation, Input, Discovery
§ Strategic disruption and leadership
§ Innovative changes to the standard industry model
§ Examples:
Ø Trade shows
Ø Regional directors
Ø International representation
Ø Co-op marketing in emerging markets
Ø Consumer marketing

Item 8: High-Profile Partner Programs

Media Mega Venture

Key Partners:
•
•
•

Marriott
American Airlines
TravMedia

Objectives:
•
•

•
•

International Markets
Australia
Brazil
Canada

China
France
Germany

India
Italy
Ireland

Japan
Mexico
South Korea
United Kingdom

Achieve mutual objectives of key
partners.
Market the entirety of the USA through
authentic earned media channels
(50 states, the District & 5 territories)
Showcase the range of Marriott
properties across the USA
Promote air routes
Concentration of earned media
placements in key markets
just prior to IPW and peak planning
and travel season

Alibaba – Fliggy: Singles Day 2017 Summary
Largest single sales-day event on the globe11/11

218,973,151

243,805

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS

TOTAL
TRANSACTIONS

•
•

156,872,383
IMPRESSIONS
(Fliggy CampaignPage
USA Entry Banner)

62,100,768
IMPRESSIONS
(Other Fliggy Media
Resources)

•
•

$42,412,679
TOTAL
SALESGENERATED

55x
TOTAL
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

1,416,557
ENGAGEMENT

$770,000 investment, the campaign resulted in a 55x return on investment.
56% more users participated in the campaign because of the large selection of
products and the awareness of Single’s Day campaign.
35% more revenue was generated compared to 2016.
16% more impressions was reached compared to the planned impression of
187,949,764.

Brand USA Contributing Partner Performance
HAWAII, SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO, LAS VEGAS, MICHIGAN, DISNEY

27,379

$10,319,434

TRANSACTIONS

TOTAL SALES GENERATED

11.2%

24.3%

of all transactions

of all US travel sales

15.9x
avg. return on investment for contributing partners

FLIGGY USA CAMPAIGN PAGE PERFORMANCE

Communications and Public
Policy Report

Anne Madison
Chief Strategy and
Communications Officer
Brand USA

Item 9: Public Policy Update—Support for Recovering Destinations
Primary Focus:
• Supporting and amplifying role during and after weather or other emergency events
• Communicating emergency procedures, travel impacts
• When ready: Promote and amplify “open for business” messaging
Actions:
• Temporarily suspending promotional messaging about affected areas during the natural disaster
• Posting messaging regarding safety/shelter on the appropriate pages of VisitTheUSA.com
• Standing ready to amplifying messaging provided by the impacted states and cities through various
channels — including digital and other consumer channels, travel trade and media, and partner program
initiatives
• Sharing information on how people can help in the aftermath of the storms
• As impacted areas begin to recover, we begin making our various media and communications channels
available to them to promote that these destinations are open for business.
• Identifying opportunities to help create messaging and other content that showcases the amazing
experiences that international travelers can enjoy when they visit
• Product development
• Content leveraged across all of our platforms
• Earned media/public relations

Item 10: Crisis Communications Readiness Planning
Brand USA’s crisis management, readiness, and response plan is designed
to be comprehensive, conclusive, and systematic, as well as provide for
situational adaptability and continual enhancement as needed.
Primary Purpose
Ensure we are at the ready:
§ To immediately execute a prompt, conclusive, credible first response within the
first golden hour of a crisis
§ Ensure effective follow-up by taking steps that are appropriate, proportional,
empathetic, and ethical for the specific situation and potentially rapidly
changing circumstances.

Crisis Communications Readiness Planning
Crisis
• A situation in which an unanticipated negative situation requires immediate action because there
are stakeholder victims (unintentional or intentional) and/or potential or real safety concerns.
• It is a reputation-defining situation that generates or is liable to generate intense scrutiny and
volatile attention from stakeholders and the public.
• Time and resources are limited—and decisions that may have a lasting impact on the
organization must be made within a matter of hours or even minutes—with the first hour the most
crucial.

Anything less than the definition above is a problem or issue
Issue
• A high-profile situation that causes concern for the organization and its interests, but is not
catastrophic, and does not create immediate victims of any of the organization’s primary
stakeholders.
• Though disruptive, problems and issues have far less potential to generate unplanned visibility or
include victims to the level a true crisis does.

Crisis Communications Readiness Planning
Readiness Planning Cycle
Prevention
Preparation

Learnings

Communication

Recovery

Planning
Response

Crisis Communications Readiness Planning

Readiness Equation
Readiness Factor

Percentage

Prevention

60% of readiness

Pre-established teams and contact information

20% of readiness

Pre-approved scenario plans

10% of readiness

Scenario preparation and testing

8% of readiness

The unknown

2% surprise factor

TOTAL

100%

Crisis Communications Readiness Planning
U.S. Domestic Event

Global or Non-U.S. Event

TIER
LEVEL
Massive/Large-scale Event

TIER 1:
Halt in all Markets

involving high-profile violence, significant victims,
and/or negative press regardless of geographic range
Go dark on all Brand USA marketing, advertising, public relations, and
Go dark on all Brand USA marketing, advertising, public relations, and
trade outreach, including fan engagement and paid content in all
trade outreach, including fan engagement and paid content in all
international markets.
international markets.
Determine whether to cancel, delay, or not attend scheduled events or to
incorporate sensitive messaging about the issue/incident while
proceeding to host or participate in the event.

Determine whether to cancel, delay, or not attend scheduled events or to
incorporate sensitive messaging about the issue/incident while proceeding
to host or participate in the event.

Large-scale, but Localized Event

Communicate,
coordinate, and align
actions and messaging
with the affected U.S.
destination(s) and/or
brand(s). Resume as
directed by those impacted.
Monitor sentiment
In media coverage and
social media channels

involving targeted violence, extreme weather, victims and/or negative press
within a defined community, city, or region

TIER 2:
Pause in Affected
Markets

Stay live but pause/reschedule Brand USA marketing, advertising, public
relations, and trade outreach, including fan engagement and paid
content, about affected U.S. destinations and/or brands. Continue as
planned to promote other U.S. markets and brands.

Stay live but pause/reschedule Brand USA marketing, advertising, public
relations, and trade outreach, including fan engagement and paid content,
in affected international market(s). Continue as planned in unaffected
international markets.

Determine whether to cancel, delay, or not attend scheduled events or to
incorporate sensitive messaging about the issue/incident while
proceeding to host or participate in the event.

Determine whether to cancel, delay or not attend scheduled events or to
incorporate sensitive messaging about the issue/incident while proceeding
to host or participate in the event.

Issue-based, Local, National, or Global Event

TIER 3:
Adjust Marketing
and Messaging

generating negative press and/or discussion on digital channels
(may vary in geographic reach and/or intensity by location)
Adjust marketing and messaging to focus on or include content related to Adjust marketing and messaging to focus on or include content related to
or as a result of the issue.
or as a result of the issue.
Determine (based on specific circumstances, impacts, and reach of the
issue/ event) timing and whether or not to be proactive, reactive, or
selective in providing information.

Determine (based on specific circumstances, impacts, and reach of the
issue/ event) timing and whether or not to be proactive, reactive, or
selective in providing information.

Track impact
with travel trade (changes
in booking trends,
cancellation rates, etc.)

Share updates
and reporting with key
stakeholders (frequency
depending upon extend of
issue)

Crisis Communications Readiness Planning
SITUATION

Scenario Planning

•
•
•
•
•

Health / Disease
Extreme Weather
Crime against a
Tourist/Terrorism
Operational / Business
Continuity
Travel Policy Changes

KEY ISSUE
ANALYSIS
(challenges and
opportunities)
OPTIONS
UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES
OF THE ABOVE
OPTIONS

A brief description of the nature of the issue, problem, or situation
A succinct description of the key vulnerabilities/risks or opportunity that the situation presents—that should the action be so
successful, the result could be either catastrophic (if vulnerabilities or risks exist).
A brief description of what the situation means, what its implications are, and how it threatens Brand USA and/or its
stakeholders—inclusive of challenges and opportunities.
List of (a minimum of three) potential response options developed for the situation presented.
A list of events or problems that could arise due to the recommended options or by doing nothing.
Examples:
•
Insensitivity to the victims, their families, and friends (real or perceived)
•
Loss of partners, reduced contributions
•
Negative press
•
Inaccurate reporting of travel policy

An overview of the key steps and actions (prioritized by importance, stakeholder impact, and timing) Brand USA will take if
RECOMMENDATION(S) the situation occurs and the crisis becomes real.
MESSAGING
APPROACH

Prepare responses that can be used in hierarchal order—to be able to respond in a manner that expects a managed
escalation of intensity of the questions.
•
•

TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key messages/message points (consider stepped up / levels of messaging where appropriate)
Incident control / crisis communications management process, including first-hour crucial steps and management
review
Language translation and other operational requirements for international activities; response kits
Incident response triggers and pre-established crisis response teams and leaders
Business resumption and disaster recovery steps “ready to activate”; scenario development, testing, and training
Full scenario response outlines and schedule of plan execution
Written related policies given the situation
Emergency media relations instructions
Monitoring (media coverage, consumer sentiment, trade sentiment)
Critical contacts lists (with alternative methods for communication if normal communication lines are unavailable)

Item 11: Balanced Score Card
Component

Metric

Travel Lifecycle Phase 1
Dream/Awareness

1. Consumer Destination Favorable/Familiarity

Travel Lifecycle Phase 2
Consider/Engagement

2. Website & Social Engagement
3. Intent to Visit the USA

Travel Lifecycle Phase 3
Activate/Book

4. Attributable Increase in Visitation

Travel Lifecycle Phase 4
Travel (ROI)

5. Attributable Increase in Spend, Jobs
6. Market Share

Travel Lifecycle Phase 5
Share

7. Consumer Net Promoter Score

Financial
Partner Revenue

8. Percentage of Federal Match
9. Ratio of Cash/In-Kind Contributions

Partnership Value

10. Value Provided to Partners

Compliance & Process

11. Compliance
12. Cycle Time

Trend
Results Monitored Quarterly and Annually

Item 12: Marketing Return on FY2017 Media Reprogram
To maximize presence in the market, we moved to channels that engaged our audience with
inspirational and authentic travel content – but which are also more resilient to world events.
FY2017 Spend/Allocation

FY2016 Spend/Allocation

14%
7%
23%

Display

OLV

OTA

15%

50%

Social
Search

OOH

36%

Influencer

ATL

7%

23%

OLV

8%
13%
1%

Display

3%

Social
Search

FY2017 USA Campaign Topline Results*
Focus:
Drive Results
Maximize and optimize ROI: Right messages, right channels, right
markets, right times, and right investment levels.
By telling a deeper travel story, we’ve gained in the areas that
are the most effective in influencing traveler decision-making
and increased all social interactions by 5%.

Measurement
Total Impressions

FY2016

FY2017*

YOY

4,834,438,987

6,464,830,746

34%

Website Page Views

27,230,710

32,348,122

19%

Comments, Likes, Shares, and
Rich Media Interactions

10,783,079

11,215,306

5%

Comments, Likes & Shares

10,783,079

7,768,192

-28%

Rich Media Interactions

0

3,447,114

n/a

349,836,617

264,247,545

-24%

Video Views (:15 Social, OLV)

*Preliminary

FY2018 Spend/Allocation
For this fiscal year, social and display represent the bulk of the buy, though we’ve selected
channels and formats that continue to allow for deeper storytelling & discovery.

FY2018 Channel/Spend Allocation

Display
OLV

34%

34%

Audio
Search
Influencer
Miscellaneous

5%
14%

10%

2%
1%

Social

Item 13: FY2017 Annual Report Content Overview and Schedule
Annual Reporting Requirements as Outlined in the
Travel Promotion and Modernization Act
• A comprehensive and detailed report of our operations,
activities, financial condition, and accomplishments
• A comprehensive and detailed inventory of amounts obligated
or expended during the preceding fiscal year;
• A detailed description of each in-kind contribution received
• An objective and quantifiable measurement of our progress
toward each objective established for the fiscal year
• Detailed report of operations and activities to promote tourism in
rural and urban areas;
• A description of, and rationales for, and efforts to focus on
specific countries and populations;
• A description of, and rationales for media channels employed to
meet our objectives

FY2017 Annual Report Content Overview and Schedule

DATE

Action

March 30

High-Level Review of Progress toward Objectives

April 18

Annual Report Content to Board for Review/Comments

April 25

Comments Requested from Board

May 4

Delivery of Annual Report to Department of Commerce

Item 14: FY2019 Strategic Planning—Approach and Priorities
Timing

Planning Step

January

• Partner Roundtables

February-April

•
•
•
•
•
•

Topline Positioning and Messaging
Strategic Questions and Process Charting
Market Structure and Prioritization
Balanced Score Card and Research Plan Finalized
ROI & Partner Survey Results (April)
Executive-Level Objectives, Goals, Strategies, Measures Charting

April

•
•
•
•

ROI Study and Partner Survey Results Announced
Market-by-market SWOT Analysis
Partner Programs Finalized
Global Trade Development Activities Established

May

• Market Structure and Allocation
• Annual Report FY2017 Released
• Board Meeting Presentation of Preliminary Plan and FY2019 Objectives and Budget

June

• Editorial Calendar, Department Dashboards, and FY2019 Performance Goals

July

• Integrated Marketing Strategy
• Objectives and Budget Finalized/Approved (if not already approved at June 28 meeting)

August 1

• Submit FY2019 Objectives, Summary Marketing Plan, and Budget to the Department of Commerce

September 30

• Complete Full Business Plan for October 1 Publication

Strategic Planning—Approach and Priorities
Maximize and optimize ROI:
Right messages, right channels, right markets,
right times, and right investment levels.

Promote the entirety of the USA with innovative
marketing that supports all 50 states, the District
of Columbia, and five territories to, through, and
beyond the gateways.

FY2019 FOCUS

FY2019 FOCUS
Continued Shift to Authenticity and
Engagement

Music, Culture and Storytelling

Add and create value by pioneering
cooperative marketing platforms and programs
that leverage the USA brand in ways our
partners would be challenged or unable to do
on their own.

Inspire, welcome, and thank travelers while
accurately communicating vital and compelling
information about visa and entry policies.

FY2019 FOCUS

Accessibility, Immediacy, and Education

FY2019 FOCUS

Innovation and Leadership
Build and maintain trusted relationships with stakeholders worldwide through inclusive, proactive, and
transparent outreach with a commitment to compliance and integrity through words, actions, and results.
FY2019 FOCUS
Expanded Collaboration and Reporting

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

CLOSING REMARKS

Like/Follow/Share
Travel Industry
TheBrandUSA.com
@BrandUSA
BrandUSATV
BrandUSA

Consumer
VisitTheUSA.com

Thank You!
@VisitTheUSA
VisitTheUSA
VisitTheUSA
VisitTheUSA
VisitTheUSA
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